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DISCLAIMER
POLICY

Last Updated 2022 Feb

This report provides general information and
discussion about facial aesthetics, orthodontics,
and other health-related subjects. The contents
of this report is not intended to be and should
not be construed as medical advice. Any and all
information provided by QOVES, QOVES Studio,
and its affiliates are not a substitute for
professional medical expertise or treatment.

QOVES, QOVES Studio, and its affiliates accept
no legal liability whatsoever arising from or
connected to the accuracy, reliability, currency
or completeness of any material contained in
this report. The QOVES brand does not condone
any actions taken as a result of this report,
instead of presenting third-party scientific
findings to be assessed at the reader's own risk.

The contents of this report are intended to be
informative in helping clarify facial anatomy
and provide the tools to continue facial
aesthetic discussions for the layperson. 

Privacy Policy

The contents of this report have been produced
for the intended client and all supplied original
content by the client including but not limited to
images and videos are stored offline for 30
days in the event of revisions or corrections to
the supplied report.

The QOVES brand does not use supplied client
material for any purpose other than for the
intended report the client has provided consent
for. By supplying visual content (images,
videos) to QOVES, it is implicitly assumed that
the client provides consent for QOVES to use it
in the client's report. 

This produced report is intended for the client
only and will not be distributed to anyone other
than the client. QOVES reserves the right to
store the report offline for up to 1 year for
reference purposes. Client-supplied images that
have been modified by QOVES will be stored as
a whole within the report.

The QOVES brand does use cookies on the
QOVES.com website to help aid navigation,
analytics and browsing metadata. This process
does track browser usage throughout the site.

Read the full privacy policy at
qoves.com/privacy

QOVESStudio

The following report was commissioned for 
Sample #3 on 05/05/2021
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GLOSSARY

 Inter-pupilar width
 Palpebral Fissure
 Bi-zygomatic width
 Alar Nasal width
 Philtrum width
 Mouth width
 Bi-gonial width
 Helical Distance
 Bi-temporal width
 Physiognomic length

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

Fig 1: Soft Tissue Facial Landmarks. 

The basic facial landmarks needed to
understand the concepts covered in this report
have been outlined in Fig. 1 above. The
remaining parameters not mentioned here are
explained individually in greater detail
throughout.

Lateral - of, at, towards, or from the side or
sides
Medial - pertaining to the middle; in or toward
the middle
Ipsilateral - belonging to or occurring on the
same side of the body



In this report, QOVES has approached the
commissioned facial analysis from a
cephalometric point of view; taking soft tissue
measurements and comparing it with
established scientific research data. The
majority of this research data concerns itself
with facial aesthetics and determining 'ideal'
cephalometric values in how they correspond to
a 1/10 scale of rated attractiveness by the
layperson.

This approach makes the report's findings less
subjective where recommendations and
observations may vary from person to person.
However, it should be noted that there are
some limitations to the studies used throughout
the report and the recommendations
throughout should be taken only as empirical
guidelines and not entirely precise
measurements.

Limitations

This report has numerous limitations that need
to be taken into account. For one, it is not
possible for the QOVES team to ensure the
subject is maintaining a Neutral Head Position.
This may influence submental and under jaw
measurements significantly. Another issue is
lighting, camera quality, and shadows which
may influence the qualitative assessments by
'aging' the face unfavourably. Also, a proper
assessment would require radio-cephalographs
to better determine underlying dentofacial
structure. These are not available and the
QOVES team would like to reiterate that this
report is not a medical diagnosis.
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CEPHALOMETRIC
VARIABIL ITY

This section of the report contains raw data
measured from the following cephalometric
parameters as defined by Farkas 1994 and
Powell 1984. Certain measurements were
omitted as they proved to be redundant in the
overall recommendation. The purpose of this
section is to test for facial 'averageness,' using
established scientific values.

Table 1: Profile angles; Frontal Measurements 
(Farkas 2005)

Ethnic Group Variability

The subject, "sample," is Arab and is classified as
Caucasian, therefore, all subsequent
cephalometric measurements are evaluated
against Caucasian averages' from Interethnic
Racial Variations 2015 (appendix table 1; Wen Et
Al 2015). This meta-study is the most
comprehensive among racial variations, taking
into account 5 racial groups and encompassing
data from 21 ethnicities. 

Facial averageness is one of the 4 holistic
indicators for determining facial attractiveness
(averageness, sexual dimorphism, youthfulness
and symmetry). Research shows that the most
average values are often the most aesthetic
ones.

Fig 2. As measured nasal angles.
Full image attached in the appendix
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With some parameters, it's beneficial to be above
average or away from the norm to achieve that 'model
tier' look, while for others a sizable deviation can
exponentially hurt the subject's aesthetic harmony. For
this particular face, the subject has a below ideal nose
contour, jaw, and chin morphology.
 
Forehead Correction - To achieve the straight-line profile
dermal fillers in the forehead area can be considered
which also helps to even out the uneven projection from
the side view.

Jaw Morphology And Chin Prominence - The subject’s
face has a recessed lower jaw with a lack of prominent
chin. This can be corrected with orthognathic surgery or
other methods described on page 10.

Nasofacial Profile - The subject’s nose has slight issues
that require correction. The width and height of the nose
along with slight contour changes of the bridge can be
corrected with Nasal contouring via Rhinoplasty. This will
help achieve the Esthetic E- line within the ideal range.

Periorbital Pigmentation - reduction of dark circles gives
a more youthful appearance. This was affected in the
morph.

Facial Fat Deposits - Fat deposits in the submental area
obscuring the jawline and cheek fat affecting the
cheekbone prominence is corrected. An overall reduction
in the percent of deposits will help with a sharper gonial
angle and the lower border of the jaw.
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CEPHALOMETRIC
AVERAGENESS

Changes were made in the upper, middle,
and lower facial thirds. For the upper third,
the forehead was made straighter while
eyebrows and sparse hair at the temples
were filled in. For the middle third, the nose
was contoured to have a smaller, upturned
nasal tip and to have a smoother nose
bridge. For the lower third, the submental fat
was removed and a defined jawline was
affected. Reduction of hyperpigmentation
patches, blemishes, and undereye dark
circles. Lips are made fuller.

Fig. 3
A.) Unedited

B.) Edited:



Cheekbones

The subject has high cheekbones, which is a
feminine trait. They are adequately projected as
they are supposed to, and the prominence falls in
an acceptable position relative to the inferior
orbital rim and the lateral corner of the eye. They
lack that so-called Ogee curve or “hollow cheek”
look, which is popular in the modeling world as it
feminizes the face and makes it look high-
fashion. Procedures like buccal fat reduction
(Bichectomy) may be considered to improve the
cheekbones and produce that “hollow cheek”
look.

QUALITATIVE
ASSESSMENT

Front Facial View
The qualitative assessment provides a quick,
intuitive view into what features stand out the
most when assessing a face visually. The scope of
this section is to outline problem areas from the
top-down that might require more detailed
measurements in another report. 

Fig 4: Reference image used

From initial impressions, the subject has an oval
face shape, which is considered more masculine.
According to the Western beauty standards, the
preferred shapes for females are either
diamond-shaped or heart-shaped, both of which
tapers sharply towards the chin. As for her facial
features, wide eyes and full lips are desirable for
females. The facial height and width make up for
mesoprosopic face shape, which indicates a low
facial-width-to-height ratio. Higher ratios have
been associated with masculinity and
testosterone.
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Fig 5: Transverse Section, rule of fifths

Transverse proportion-wise (rule of fifths), the
fifth segments aren't all equal partly due to the
lateral fifths which are larger. This indicates that
her cheeks are considered significantly full for
her face. The middle fifth is larger than ideal
indicating a wide alar span.



Eyes and Periocular 

The subject’s eyebrows are curved at the medial
third and are fairly straight till the lateral third, and
they are neither too thick nor too thin. They look
feminine and perfectly match her wide eyes from the
frontal profile. For females, the preferred eyebrows
are curved, while for males, sharp and downward-
pointing brows are considered ideal. As far as
symmetry is concerned, some slight asymmetry can
be noted, but this doesn't distract from her features.
Extending the taper and maintaining a sharp outline
of the eyebrows can be beneficial as explained on
page 10.

As for the shape, the eyes are wide and almond-
shaped, which is considered attractive in Caucasian
female faces. Meanwhile, narrow eyes with sharp,
downward-pointing brows are preferred for men.
The distance between the medial canthus of the eyes
is smaller than the width of the nasal alars,
indicating that the base of the nose is too wide for
the face.

The left eye has a 9° canthal tilt which is considered
positive and the right eye with a 0° of canthal tilt
indicating asymmetry. This may be because of her
head position. The canthal tilt is the measure of how
the eye-opening (palpebral fissure) tilts in relation to
the horizontal plane. It is an important factor in
determining facial attractiveness. Positive canthal tilt
is desirable regardless of race. Attractive Caucasian
faces have a steeper canthal tilt than average
Caucasian faces. Nonetheless, too much downward
tilt makes the face appear more masculine.

Perhaps the most problematic area in the subject’s
face is the undereye region, which shows an early
stage of aging signs. There is periorbital
discoloration and starting to form nasojugal lines. In
the front view, the eyes have a scleral show which
indicates unideal orbital bone support. 

Eyelids 

As concluded by Vaca et al 2019, attractive
rated eyes had lower pretarsal (upper eyelid)
show. Typically this is called a 'tarsal platform
show' wherein this was determined to be 3-
6mm by Neimkin et al 2016. It is incredibly
important for aesthetics that the tarsal
platform show is equal on both sides.
Asymmetry in this metric may be an indicator
of underlying conditions such as ptosis or
drooping eye, which are noticeable.

In this case, the subject's pretarsal show in
both the left and right eye falls within the
prescribed range and is in perfect symmetry.

Overall, the eyes show acceptable symmetry
and their respective distances from the facial
midline are approximately equal. Furthermore,
her supra-tarsal region (above the upper
eyelid) is also desirable, having evenly-
distributed fat deposits that cover the upper
eyelid perfectly.
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Front Facial View

Fig 6: Positive and visible asymmetrical canthal tilt
influenced by head position.



Ears

The subject’s ear projection seems acceptable. The
ears are considered too protruded or prominent if they
stick out more than 2mm from the sides of the face or
have a great helix-mastoid angle.

Nose

The subject’s nose has potential for improvement. The
height of the nose and the length of the nasal bridge
have deviations from average values. The nasal tip
protrusion is beyond the normal range and is
considered downturned. This can be improved with
rhinoplasty or nose remodeling with dermal fillers by
smoothing the nose bridge and reducing the nose tip
for a better nose contour. In Figure 3B, changes were
made to the nose to improve the side profile and these
should be apparent in the front view as well. 

Lower Jaw

The jaw is a strong asset not only in male faces but in
both sexes. It is integral to achieving overall facial
harmony. The ratio of the width of the subject’s lower
jaw to the width of her face from cheekbone to
cheekbone is 76%, which falls out from the 90% ideal
ratio prescribed by Mommaerts 2016. A higher ratio
means that the face is more tapered, giving rise to a
diamond or heart-shaped face which is another
feminine trait. In the subject’s case, however, the lack
of proper definition of the lower jaw is due to a
skeletal Class II dentofacial development. A defined
jawline will greatly enhance the profile view. To
achieve the results close to the figure 3 morphs, a
combination o surgical and nonsurgical approaches
are suggested on page 10.  However, a more suitable
treatment for the subject will depend on further
analysis, in particular, through thorough dental
examination and cephalometric evaluation.
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Front Facial View

Fig 7:  Esthetic E-line test (Ricketts 1960) showing
that both the upper and lower lip projection is
below the ideal range for upper lip (4-6mm upper
lip, 2-4mm lower lip).

Lips 

The lips are an important factor in human
facial expression and play a significant role
in facial aesthetics. In this case, the
subject's lips are below the Ideal 4-6mm on
the upper lip and within the ideal 2-4 on the
bottom lip. They are considered
appropriate for her face even after
corrections are made to the nose and chin,
the range behind the esthetic E line will not
be modified and would still be within the
ideal range. Her lips are adequate and
entirely functional (competent). Full lips are
preferred on women, as it helps them look
more confident and courageous. As for lip
projection, her lips project within the
esthetic E-line. Overall, the mouth width is
adequate with a slightly defined cupid’s
bow. Lip fillers are recommended for a
better-defined vermillion line only if desired
by the subject.



The subject has an overall feminine face which is
adequate according to female Western beauty
standards. There is a lot of potential for relatively
easy improvement through modification of the
high, middle, and lower thirds of the face which
include eyebrow enhancement, nose contouring,
fuller hair at the temples, improvements of the jaw
profile and chin.

To work with her existing set of features, surgical
and non-surgical corrections are highly
recommended. It should be noted that the
suggestions provided here are based only on the
analysis of the photos provided. Further clinical
and diagnostic examinations are necessary to
provide a more accurate analysis and definitive
plans for cosmetic corrections. 

For the imperfections on the nose region, the main
issue is the length of the nasal bridge as well as
the deviation of the average range of nasal tip
protrusion. Corrections of these imperfections can
be carried out via rhinoplasty surgery with
permanent results or nose remodeling with dermal
fillers as a non-surgical option which can last up to
2-3 years, reducing the nasal tip protrusion and
straightening the nose by correcting the nose
bridge while upturning her nose tip and giving her
a concave nose bridge which is desirable. The
improvements produced by such a procedure
would significantly improve the subject’s nose in
both the frontal and side views. A straighter and
smoother nose with a smaller nose tip will look
good with the rest of her facial features. 

For fuller hair at the temples as to not show the
scalp 2% minoxidil can be used to improve the hair
density. A hairstyle covering the sides of the face
to mask fuller cheeks is recommended.

CLOSING
RECOMMENDATIONS

For the eyebrows, the thickness, shape, and contour,
especially the medial side, can further be improved by
regular threading as the fullness of eyebrow hair is
adequate. Enhancing her naturally existing curve and the
slight arch is sufficient. 

The key problem areas in the subject’s face are the lack
of defined jawline and recessed chin. The submental fat
reduction to achieve a better proportion of her face which
would result in a more aesthetically attractive look that
would be visible on both frontal and side view. This can be
achieved with non-surgical options such as various
sessions of cool sculpting (results are likely to appear
after the fourth session) thermage or radiofrequency as
well as the use of injectables such as PBserum. A more
aggressive approach if the subject prefers is getting Jaw
implants and a neck tuck. This is recommended only if the
desired contour is not achieved after weight loss. Chin
fillers for protrusion and masking of the deep mentolabial
angle are advisable. 

The periocular region has some signs of aging, and these
include slight periorbital discoloration and nasojugal lines
which can improve with skin rejuvenation techniques
combined with laser CO2 or Nd-YAG and an anti-aging
skin regimen. Various sessions of PRP along with
adequate sleep should help diminish the discolorations,
lines, and other imperfections. For skincare products, the
best ones to pick are those that contain caffeine,
hyaluronic acid, peptides, and retinol to name a few, and
the use of sunscreen to hyperpigmentation. The
periorbital discoloration was removed in Figure 3B. The
use of a good moisturizer, as well as the use of
Hyaluronic Acid serum plus vitamin C, has the potential to
improve her skin.

Overall, the subject already has an aesthetic face but it
can be further improved with the help of the suggested
corrections. A consultation with a Board-certified plastic
surgeon and a dermatologist is highly recommended. 
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APPENDIX

Appendix Table 1: Expected averages by racial group (Wen YF Et al)
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APPENDIX

Appendix Fig 1:  Side profile as measured
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APPENDIX

Appendix Fig 2:  Frontal profile as measured
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